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Abstract
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Titration	of two types of oppositely charged nanoparticles
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Experimental	setup

We present the controlled combination of two types of oppositely charged nanoparticles which
self-assemble through electrostatic attachment. This approach enables new possibilities in the
field of process and product intensification, since post-treatments of nanoparticle-based
materials can be preformed in a tunable and controllable manner. In this work, a post-
treatment of positively charged base particles (NaGdF4, Er3+, Yb3+ (100 nm)) through the
addition of negatively charged ultrasmall silica nanoparticles (7 nm) by making use of a highly

sensitive electrokinetic sonic amplitude (ESA) probe, was performed. The desired post-
treatment state was precisely controlled by measuring changes of the ESA signal and can be
visualized via transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images acquired sampling at different
time points t. This method thus represents a novel way for the preparation of composite
materials which can be used for a broad variety of applications including bioimaging.

Conclusion &	Outlook
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Addition	of 30	µl	of 7	nm SiO2 NPs

Ø the sample	is filled into the glass device and	pumped through a	
sensitive	ESA	probe.

Ø changes in	zeta-potential	can be measured upon	addition of small
aliqouts of a	second NP	dispersion and	are visualized on	a	computer

Dynamic	Light	Scattering

𝜁 =
𝐸𝑆𝐴 ∗ 	𝜂

𝜙 ∗ Δ𝜌 ∗ 𝑐 ∗ 𝐺 𝛼 ∗ 𝜀
ESA:	Elektrokinetic Sonic	Amplitude	
Φ:	Volume	fraction
Δρ:	Density	difference	between	particle	and	dispersed	phase	
C:		Acoustic	velocity
η:	Viscosity	of	fluid	(0,	89	cP minus	2	%	per	°C	deviation	from	25	°C)
ε::		Dielectric	constant		of	dispersion	
|G(α)|:	Inertance correction
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Ø Measurement	of concentrated samples up to 70	wt.%
Ø Measurement	of sedimenting samples possible
Ø Measurement	under constant stirring
Ø Temperature-dependentmeasurements possible
Ø Flow	and batch modus can be used

Ø Negatively charged 7	nm SiO2 NPs	were added in	small aliquots to a	stable dispersion of
positively charged 100	nm NaGdF4:Er3+,	Yb3+ NPs

Ø Control	over surface coverage was	possible by measuring the changes in	zeta potential		
Ø Stable	electrostatic assemblies of two particles types were formed,	which do	not	separate	

upon	ultrasonication

Summary
Ø The	as describedmethod and resulting electrostatic assemblies could be very useful for a	

broad variety of applications including nanomedicine:
Ø For	instance,	by	replacing	silica	e.g.	with	other	traceable	probes	such	as	gold	or	iron	oxide	

nanoparticles,	promising	multimodal	imaging	platforms	could	be	easily	created.


